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1991 Alrnac Cobra 4275C ,Allan llllalton looks at lrorar a cumning Gobra replica errolrred
bu can argue about originality until you're blue in the
face but step into dre hot-seat of an Almac 4275C ar:d
you are guaranteed that tl're subsequent experience will
be purely visceral. Forget about delicacy and finesse

*re Almac, a massively over-tyred testament to testosterone,
is all about brute force and gut-wrenching acceleration. rVhat
better toy could a boy want - except, ofcourse, a genuine Cobra!

-

Early'specials' builders
The early'50s were sigrrificant years for motorsport, and for the
British in particular. Charlie and John Cooper had already
produced their first Cooper 500cc race cars, cobbled together
from old Fiat 'Topolino' chassis, and other'specials' builders
such as Geoffrey Taylor of Alta fame, Connaught, George
Abecassis and John Heath's HWM concem, Colin Chapman
and Cyril Kieft were beginning to emerge.
These years were also to witness the meteoric rise of

a

new wave

of British drivers such as Mike Hawthorn, Peter Collins, Chris
Bristow, Tony Brooks and Stuart Lewis-Evans.
Spearheading this British invasion was a young man named
Stirling Crauford Moss and, once he had been taken under the
managerial wing of one-time RAC Competitions Secretary Ken
Gregory, he would be the first driver to tum motorspon into a
commercial business.
It was a direction that was later confirmed by the Gregorymanaged British Racing Partnership Grand Prix team - the first
ever comnercially sponsored Formula One effort.
Ironically, neither Gregory nor Moss, who had contributed so
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much to the commercial success of top-flight racing, would ever
take a substantial share in ttre final, all-British carve-up of Grand
Prix racing. $(rhen, in early 1964, the Formula One Constnrctors'
Association was formed, Moss's stellar racing career had already
ended (at Goodwood on Easter Monday 1962), ar,d Gregory
was squeezed out of the equation by Lotus, Cooper and BRIvt.
This set the British on the road to total commercial domination
of Formula One - a situation that exists to the present day.

Motorsport inspires another tspecial'
They were heady days for anyone interested in motorsport, and
the success of a whole regiment of backyard racing car builders
inspired many a young Britisher to construct his very own
'special'.

Alex McDonald was one such aspiring car-constructor who,
influenced by regular visits to Charterhall (the Scottish race
circuit l8 miles west of Berwick-on-Tweed which had opened
on 3l st May, 1952), began to build his very first car as a teenager

in 1953.
As he busied himself on this project, he drew continued
inspiration from race-meetings at Chanerhall, and can still clearly
remember a young Stirling Moss competing ttrere and seeing for
the first time Cliff Davis racing a Toieiro. This John Tofeirodesigned sports car would eventually form the base on which AC
would produce the Ace and, in due time, the same car would be
transformed by Carroll Shelby to become the Cobra.
Unfornrnately, Alex's first special was never completed and, after
he moved house with his parents, the project was abandoned.

l

But he kept up his contacts with
motorsport, regularly travelling as far
afield as Goodwood to catch the motor
racing action.
On a bus-trip to Goodwood, Alex can
recall stopping at Stamford and there he
was greeted by the sight of three Ecurie
Ecosse Jaguar C-types roaring past as

they headed towards Goodwood in
convoy. It truly was a different era!
With his formal education complete, Alex
emerged into the worl5place as a fitter and
tumer before finally acquiring a Diploma
in Mechanical Engineering. In the years
to come he would also successfullY
complete several industrial design courses
but, for the moment, Alex found himself

working for

Vickers-Armstrong,

constructing tanks and anti-aircraft guns.
His passion for motorsport remained and,
after joining the 750 Motor Club, Alex
began to consider building another car.
He staned with a Bellamy chassis which,
like many specials'chassis of the era, was
based on that of the Ford 10 - complete
with a split front axle to provide a crude
form of independent suspension.
A Speedex Sirocco body for the car was
purchased from Jem Marsh, fust before

the formation of Marcos. Interestingly,
especially in view of Marcos' always
troubled financial situation, Alex got an

indication of Marsh's cash-strapped
future when he retumed the packing case
in which the Sirocco body had been
despatched to him. Marsh's company
promised to retum Alex's deposit on the
crate when it was sent back, but Alex
never received a single pound in retum!
This car was eventually finished, and
subsequently sold, and Alex moved his
sights to more conventional sports cars *
owning cars such as a TVR and an MG
Midget, the latter featuring a self-made

hardtop.

Discovering fibreglass
In 1967, Alex moved to New

Zealand
and, in 1971, staned a fibreglass factory
in u(lellington. L: between contracts, once
again he began to consider the possibility
of building cars although nothing much
would eventuate until 1977 when he built

Adrian Sage's
Alrnac 4M27S,C
Adrian Sage bought his Almac kit
alound ten yeals ago when he was
living in Stokes Valley. Now based
in Tauranga, Adrian completed the
Almac seven years ago and says
that the enthusiastic motorsport
scene in Tauranga has encouraged
him to make lar more use of the
Almac than he has done in
plevious years.
Adrian's most recent foray, aPart
from some appearances at Taupo
race-track, was to enter the
Dunlop Tyres Targa SuPPorters'
Tour. Accompanied by BarrY
Gordon, another V8-fiend lrom
Tauranga, both men had a terrific
time on the tour - and it gave
Adrian and Barry the opportunitY to
stretch the Almac's legs and try out
many of the Dunlop Targa SPecial
Stages as they were closed ofI

lrom the public.
Throughout the event, the Almac
performed flawlessly, although
Adrian had a few'moments'
circulating rather rapidly around a
spurred by commercial as well as personal
reasons. His fibreglassing company was
now firmly established in Upper Huft and
he had spare manufacturing capacity and
- more importantly - spare time to devote
to the idea. But what would he build?
The answer came one day as Alex was
skimming through the pages of a Hot Rod
magazine - why not build a Cobra replica?!
The Cobra possessed a direct line of
ancestry from the AC Ace, and back to
those early days at Chanerhall when Alex
had seen CliffDavis racing the Toieiro.

The first Kiwi Kobra
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The 4275C performed flawlessly in the
Dunlop Tyres Targa New Zealand
water-logged Taupo race circuit

-

Comp T/A tyres are not renowned

for their wet-weather grip! The
Almac's relatively low state of
tune 302ci Ford V8 never missed a
beat and although Adrian wouldn't
be prepared to enter the Almac for
the lull Dunlop Targa event, there
is little doubt that he is seriously
looking at competing at a future
date in another specially prepared
car. Ford V8-engined, of course!
(Thanks to Adrian for allowing me
to drive his Alnac 4275q and lor
taking me lor a lew exciting laPs
around Taupo.)
almost immediately Alex was forced to cut

through the myths. Many contemporary
motoring foumalists wrote that Shelby
had simply sawn the original Cobra in
half, laterally down its centre-line, and
stitched in the additional width.
However, Shelfot's Wildlifeinsisted that the
427SC used the original car's windscreen,

bonnet and boot. Plainly, Shelby had
found his extra width in another area of
the car's body.

Through carefirl examination of hundreds
of photographs, Alex evenrually worked

out how Shelby had settled on the
427SC's design. The rear-end of the
4275C was quite different, being much

interest in Volkswagens, and before long

As Alex began to consider the car's body
design he soon realised that his biggest
problem was that there simply wasn't a
genuine Cobra in New Zealand, and he
was forced right back to basics.
This situation was resolved by amassing a
sizable collection of Cobra photographs,
road-tests and a copy of \7a11y Wyss's

his initial enthusiasm waned and the

book SfrelDy's Wild@

still fie definitive

research showed that three cars were fitted

uncompleted car was sold. Interestingly,
Alex reports that this car still resides in
!(/ellington - and is currently up for sale
complete with Alfa Romeo running gear
and a beautifully crafted chassis, although
the car is still largely unfinished.
At the start of the '80s, the idea of a self-

work on the Shelby Cobras and Mustangs.

with the original, rectangular tail-lights

a V'$(-based kit car from scratch inspired by the car which would
eventually become known as the Purvis
Eureka.

Alex now admits to a certain lack of

-

Using the photographs, and written

information, Alex began the process of

built car came onto the agenda once again

constructing a fibreglass bodyshell from
scratch. Basing his design on the later
Shelby 427SC, Alex soon found himself
enmeshed in a mass of Cobra my"thology.
The Shelby 427SC featured a wider body

although, this time around, Alex was

- by seven inches - than the earlier 289 and

more bulbous and around 3.5 inches
longer than the earlier 289 Cobra. Frontal

styling remained constant, although with
the addition of much wider wheel-arches.

Alex was also forced to wade through
reams of misinformation on tiny points,
such as the Cobra's rear lights. His
and that, essentially, all remaining Cobras

were fitted with whatever lights Shelby
had in stock at the time of constnrction.
It was a major undertaking to reproduce
the Cobra 4275C without reference to a
genuine example, and Alex took around
a year to produce the first bodyshell.
Now, a chance encounter with Graham
NZ Classic Car, Decemher
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hotbrought another aspect to the
proiect. !flord had already got around that
Berry

-

rodder

a committed \Tellingtonian

{e#
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Alex was building a Cobra replica, and he
was fielding calls from people asking if his
Cobra body could be mated to a VW or

Triumph Herald chassis.
Alex hadn't really got to the stage of
seriously considering chassis designs until
Graham intervened and suggested a
purpose-built chassis. IfAlex had had any
qualms about producing a replica of the

Cobra

- in itself a hybrid desigrr -

these

uncertainties were swept aside as Graham

brought his hot-rodder's enthusiasm to
the task at hand.

In effect they were a surprisingly
complementary pair - Alex's love for
traditional British roadsters was neatly
counterpointed by Berry's passion for
dragsters and V8-powered hot rods.

In retrospect, by choosing to replicate the
Cobra they had hit on iust about the only
car that would appeal to both ends of the

enthusiast-motoring market. This

connection also confirmed Alex's initial
thoughts on selling the Cobra replica to
the hot-rod fratemity.
The prototype Almac 427SC, devoid of
intemal trim, made its debut appearance

at the 1984 NZHRA National in
Masterton and Alex felt sure that he
would be able to sell the Cobra-replica

concept to sufiicient hot-rodders to make
the effort worthwhile - a thought fuelled
by the car featuring on the front cover of

_sY

Through careful examination of hundreds of photographs, Alex
Hot Rodmagazrne.

referred to his replica

As it happened, despite both Alex and
Graham's original thoughts, only a few

- after the final,

Almac 427SCs would ever be sold to bona
fide members of the NZHRA and,
instead, they soon discovered that the
4275C was a much more appealing
prospect to classic car enthusiasts.

Almac 4275C production
In its first full year of production, Almac
sold nine body/chassis kits - a figure that
would soon settle at around l5-20 kits per
year. Despite the national economic
downtum forced on New Zealand by the
stockmarket crash of '87, Almac's best
yearwould come in 1990 when 25 4275C
kits were sold.

*
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Authentic touches are everywhere

By that time, Autokraft in the UK were
producing their own 'officially sanctioned'
Cobras and word was leaking out from
Britain that they were cracking down on
replica builders who were using the word
'Cobra' in their advenising literature, or
were fixing lC or Cobra badges on their
cars. Autokraft's legal arm never stretched
out to New Zealand, but Alex had always

the Almac 4275C
Street/Competition
as

versions of the Cobra.

Since those early days, Almac have
produced around 146 427SCs, with the
first Almac 427SC kit built constructed by
the Auckland-based Drinkrow brothers Allan and Bruce.

However, Alex retained the very first
Almac produced for himself, ancl he still
owns this car, but admits he still hasn't
registered it! Most of the kits have been
sold in New Zealar,d, although Alex has
also tried to sell his kits in Hong Kong
through an enthusiastic expatriate Kiwi.
However, with Hong Kong's stringent
motoring and insurance regulations it was
a venture that was always bound to fail.
After that, Almac teamed up with a small
group of Vellingtonians who had moved
out to work in the capital of hot-rodding
- Califomia.
Through this, Almac would gamer good
publiciry and receive a few complimentary
write-ups in the US motoring press, which
would culminate in 18-20 cars being sold
Stateside.

No fibreglassing or welding is required on the 4275C - just a good degree of mechanical knowledge, and patience
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front suspension units - once again
designed and constructed by Graham

,ur/rlt'E-

Berry. In this form, the Almac 427SC is
still available - at the cost of $10,395 for
a body/chassis kit.
Depending upon the rest of the
components supplied by the customer to
complete the car, Alex estimates that an
Almac 427SC could be completed for a
minimum price of around $35-40,000.
The car's frame is drilled and jigged to
take the engine chosen by the customer.
In addition, the kit comes with *re Berrydesigned front suspension, and the chassis

&
t,

factory-prepared to receive aJaguar rearend. The bodyshell is fitted with a main
is

and boot floor, bulkheads and inner
guards. The bonnet is fully hinged and
fitted to the shell, and the doors are also
hinged and latched.

Inner steel-work includes door-hinge

worked out how Shelby had settled on the 4275C's body design

No substitute for cubic inches
Unlike many kits on the New Zealand
market, the majority of Almac 427SCs
have been finished and, as far as Alex is

aware, every completed 4275C is fitted
with a V8 engine - wi*r the majority being
Ford units, although some have been

Chevrolet powered and a handful of
Rover V8-engined cars have also been
built.
Many early Almacs were fitted wift largecapacity V8s - the Drinkrows utilised a
429ct-tn mill in their car - but, mainly

mountings, a steel beam running across
the car to act as a pick-point for a roll-bar
and seat-belt mounting, and a breakwater
is provided for a steering rack.
Almac stresses that no fibreglassing or

under the influence of Auckland replicabuilder Frank S7igg, many later cars were
fitted wifi 289cu-in Ford V8s.
Today the emphasis is towards 302 or
350cu-in Ford engines, although the odd
427c'l-irr, or even 428cu-in-engined
Almac, has made an appearance.
Right from the outset, the Almac 4275C
has featured its own, Berry-built chassis which utilised a Jaguar independent rear-

welding is required on the 427SC - just a
good degree of mechanical knowledge,
and a little patience. And for those not
equipped with the necessary car-building

skills, Graham Berry can produce cars
completed to rolling chassis stage or even
completed, turn-key cars - six 427SCs

in this

end and Holden Torana-based front

have been constructed

suspension.

including one car that was used by PepsiCola for advertising purposes.

Later cars benefited from purpose-built
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The cockpit certainly looks the busrness
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As far as Alex is aware, every
completed 4275C is fitted with a
V8 engine. The kit comes with
the Berry-designed front
suspension and factory prepared

for a Jaguar rear-end. The body
shell is fitted with a main and
boot floor, bulkheads and inner
guards, fully hinged bonnet and
hinged and latched doors
Currentlg Graham is part-way through
building an Almac 4275C for use as a
promotional vehicle by BF Goodrich.

Throughout, Almac's most effective
publicity has come from its own
customers. Alex credits the Paape

brothers' subsequent appearances at
Manfeild as being one of the most

imponant factors in the growing
enthusiasm for the Almac.
These racing successes were underscored

by other Almac drivers such as Sefton

Gibb - who would later

provide

considerable thrills at Manfeild when he
took on, and defeated, noted Porsche
racer Owen Evans.

The Almac TC, TG and Sabre
In 1984, Alex diversified, and began to
design a cheaper, roadster-based on a
Triumph Herald chassis. This culminated
in the appearance of the Almac TC, a car
modelled very much on the lines of the

The basic design of the Sabre

has input to Almac Cars. His influence was
remained static for several years but Alex crucial to the original development of the
The first Almac TC was displayed at the has been investing a considerable amount 4275C.
1985 Auckland Motor Show, alongside an
of time in developing rhe car. At present On a recent trip to the UK, Alex took the
Almac 427SC, and attracted considerable this includes the option of fitting a V8 time to make a retum visit to Dax, whose
attention as AIex added new pieces to *re engine and a complete interior redesign
- premises he had first visited in the late
barely complete car during the course of which will give prospective Sabre-builders '80s. Dax produce both Cobra and I-otus
the show. The TC was eventually the opporn:nity to mix and match several 7 lookalikes and, since Alex's last visit,
developed into the Almac TG - complete trim options. Future Sabre developments they have grown from a backyard
with its own unique chassis and Gemini may also include designing and operation to a fully fledged vehicle
ruruting gear.
manufacruring wishbone suspension units manufacturer - producing around 200
This made the car a more expensive and AIex has also been experimenting with cars per year. It is unlikely that such a
proposition for the kit-builder but Ford Sierra rear suspension for the car.
large-scale operarion would ever succeed
removed the possibility of poorly finished Never one to stay still and although he in New Zealand but Alex McDonald still
cars - a problem that the cheaper TC never expected to produce anything more likes to harbour the odd dream or two.
always suffered from and which has always than around 25 Cobra-replicas, his hobby
been the chief concem for the kit-car has now turned into a large part of his NZCC would like to thank Alex McDonald
producer.
business.
for his assistance in preparing this article
In 1990, AIex began to consider a more Ifould Alex like ro have changed the abhough any responsibility for factual enors
modem sports car and, influenced by the course of Almac's history? Today, he are the author's. Angone interested in either
Mazda RX-7 and the Mazda MX-5 @oth admits that he probably made a few the Almac 4275C, TG or Sabre is a&tised
relatively expensive cars at that time), mistakes in the early days by allowing the to contact: Almac Cars, PO Box 40-483,
Almac began working on the Sabre, the 4275C to just drift along without benefit Lozoer Hutt, or phonelfax: 04 528-8680,)
first ofwhich was registered in September of further progress or development. But
1994.
Alex still acknowledges Graham Berry's ALreN

MG TC.
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